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·o· 'INIROilUCifION .· . . . . . . .·, . 
. 
In recent years, the literature on ultimate strength design 
has become very extensiveo Since 1950, a consolidation of knowledge 
,, has been carried out, and new important test data have been pub""' 
. (l)* 
lisheda Ultimate design theory has been adopted in Russia, Brazil, 
···arid se·veral countries in EtJrope(.2) and became a practical reality in 
the United States wit.h the 1956 AC! ~uilding Coden However, this de= • 
sign theory only takes int() accour1t the inelastic behavior of concrete 
for each ir1dividual cross section and it does not, consider moment re= 
:..:r 
distribution in the wh<.1le structureo Thus 1 an elastic analysis is still 
necessary t.o dete.~e the ela·:Stit: moment distr'ibution throughout the 
·. -~'" structure.· It would appear- · t9 -b-~ logical and consiste·nt to use the 
~ .. · ·~ J {('-, ' inelastic design theory for both the wµ~le~-:rtrt'ture and the indivi= 
dual sectionso iihe theory. consideJ ing moment redistribution in rein-
forced concrete structures is referred to as limit designo 
lo2 Difference B 
in Steel 
,, Plastic design theory in steel is based dn the principle that a 
structure will not collapse until sufficient plastic hinges have de-
veloped to form it into a mechanism which allows full redistribution 
. 




* Numbers placed in such a manner refer to works listed in the referenceso 
() 
- ... 
- ·-· ... ·· - - ..... ., 
( 
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of moment. This· is possible because the steel has a relatively· long 
plastic region BC as shown in Figo 1 whic·h is u-stially adequate to per-
mit each hinge to develop its full plastic moment if the certain fac-




. . -~ ~ 
.> \ ; 
pl~sf'i~ Tegioti BC ~i~- Abs~nt·~ria ·shortly after ~ny one of the hinges ' . 
reaches its maximum capacit_y,. complete rupture of -t,he. h.it1ge section 
t:·ak·es plac.e.. As soon as such rupture takes place, tlre structure may 
be sa'.i .. d. to h.av,e, re~c.he:d its: ultimate capacity irre$pective of the ·total 
n-\imoe·r -of plas-t.ic .sections which·· may not be suf·ficient to form the 
·st ..ru.cture., into a· mech:·an.i.Srh,, <thus the local rupture of a p.1.a.st·rc 'lti.~g:e: i, ~ -
se-ction prevents: ·t:he· strtfctu.r.e from moment z:edistriputi-ono .... ThJ~~,re-fore .. 
· .. · .. · .· , 
the safe availa'.b;le rot::at··ion capacity of the plastic_ hing_e :s-e.c·tipns, :i.n. 
:_li.mtt:: de.sign be.co.me'.S· an important ·factor for the amoun.t o.,f momen:t re:.= 
1~3 The Effect of Lateral Steel on Concrete Ultimate Strain 
It has been shown that the sudden failure·s observed in conc·tete 
compressio.n tests are rel:ated to. the releas_-e: ·bf energy stored in the 
te,sting machineo By using $µitably stiff: :testing machi·nes, stress ... 
strain relations have been observed beyond the ma~:imum load~ 4) An ex .. 
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given in Figo 2o which implies that the ductility of concrete beyond 
the maximum load is relatively long and can be transformed into a 
/; 






concreteo Results from bot1r1d c.onc r-e.te bl:oc.k test S·. (Flg i, 21b, 
mate stresso 
·i,.-4 Theories_ of Ligi~it .. De~ign 
~-·· ~ 
(·6) Many theories, such as those of· Pt-of:e~ts·ot·· Go .. c .. : :Er.rtst; ·-·. Pro--
. (7) 
. . ... . {:8') fessor. Ho A·,,: Sawyer: ·.· and Professor A. Lg L.o_ ~ake·r, have been pro-
posed to determin.e the ·r·.equired rotation capacity" The most widely 
applicable theory :crf limit de,sign so far produced is probably th.a_t· 
developed by Ao L" Lo Baker" Instead of using the general elastic eq]1a:"" 
tions of virtual work principle in elas;t:ic analysis, he used the 
• following modified equations~ 
.. 
·. 
' ,.., . 
. ... 
. ' .. ·.• .~ . ," ··-~ 
I 
·- ·-- - - - ·---
\ 
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(1.1) 
where ~O' A.ii, ~ 2 •• G L\n = influence coefficients. 
\. 
(~=the rotation of hinge at m due to unit bending moment 
acting at hinge n i.n direction X in a structure that n 
~ 
mn 
has become statically determinate by the assumed in-





t El. ds s r" 
( indicates a summation 
str. over the entire 
·structurea) 
M = moment at any point in the structure when X = 1 and m m 
all other X's are zero, 
• 
Aio' ~o :./,r• ~no etc. are the rotations at hinges 1, 2, ••• n 
due to the applied loads when xl, x2 •o• xn are zero, 
Mn = moment at any point in the structure when Xn = 1 and-
4no 
all other X's are zero, 








' ~ . 
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·M = · mom~:n_t a·t any point in the structure due to applied loads 0 
• o~ X are all zeroo 
n 
:Xtn = unkno.wn m.0111ent at hinge section mo For elastic conditions 
eq_\J:g:l a.nd opposite unknown bending moments aretJ assumed 
·to: act at the hinges, and Qn must be equal to zero 
-s-:Lnc-e compatibility condition must be satisfied at the 
"I;, 
hin_ge sectiono 
For plastic conditions the known plastic .moment of the 
~ 
section is assumed to act at the hinges and remains 
"" ' ...... .• , .... "".:·, '> ' ' ••.. ; 
,J,;, ' 
, ...... -- 1 •• 
•y• ' "' • ... •. 1it,. """f . ,..., ' ~ ~ • . ' :. .. .,. ~ . . ... 
constant under increasing loado From t4~- (_l.ol), there-
f(:,-re, the required .. · t.o,tation capacities Q1 ,: .e.2 o o o Qn 
e-·tc·.;. m·a:y! ·pe -det-e_trnin.e·d-~. 
P·rof'.essor· Bake.r :sugge:s·t·e:d a trial ~and=adjustment method of de= 
$·ign in using these ge.ne·iral equat-to·nso The method is as follows: the 
r· 
·pos.i"t;io:n:s ·of plastic birfges. are .. fl.rst assumed and -the:: ·v·a:lties ··of plasti.c. 
·rnom.ent s x1 ,· x_.2 .~ o·,, Xrf' bas.ed on at1 .ecoriomi-c~1l 0,istribut·.ion of JJertd.irtg 
rnom·e:nt:s are _a.lso assumed. ·vcrlues o.-f Qt.' :g:2 0 0 o Qn are .o:bt:ained from 
th.e. _.g·e·neral equations. The positiori-s of the hinges have 'b:een correctly 
... -·. 
·•.: 
ch·o·seri if the computed rotations from foregoing equations ~re positive; 
if Q's are negative, adjustments must be made to the values of X until 
.,, 
the values of Qare positive~ The Q values so obtained must be less 
than the permissible rotations of the hinges·; that is, in the hinges 
the maximu1n concrete strain must be less than the permissible valu~s,, 




~ . ,.: '-~ .. 
•• __ ,.. ___ ,,, _
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- --.·· 
may be used to increase maximum concrete compression strain or adjust-
ments may be made to the values of X, so that the values of Qare within 
the permissible range. 
The following two major assumptions are made in the application 
of Eqo (1.1): 
•. :/Y 
--- ... · . ,. 
• 
members between hinges remain elastic~ 
' 0 
(2) Ultimate load is reached when n plastic hinges form for 
a structure which is n times statically indeterminate. 
Since it is also desirable to avoid excessive deflections and 
wide cracks under working load, an adequate load factor must be pro-
vided in the limit analysis. 
lo5 Advantages of Limit Design 
Since the members can be reinforce .. d in such a manner that the 
plastic hinges will be formed at the posl'tion chosen, the congestion 
of reinforcements in one place ~an then be avoided. 
The assumption of plastic hinges in frames can greatl.y simplify 
.the calculations for structures which are many times statically in-
determinate o 
Furthermore, the limit analysis .of a .structure provides a con-
-
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. , ....... 
theoretical analysis; a true load factor against. structural.failure; 
and the most economical use of materials can be achieved. 
,, 
1.6 Object and Scope of Thesis 
The most widely applicable theory of limit design so far pro- · 
duced is first reviewed in section 1.4. A rapid method of determining 
" 
the available rotation capacity is developed. Siµce this~method is 
based on a generalized stress-strain curve for plain and bound con-
crete, several concrete blocks were tested to obta.in some chAacter-
···--r-:·<>~: 
istic constants of the assumed curve. Finally the effect of lateral 
steel ratio on concrete ultimate strain was also obtained from the re-
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' 
2D AVAILABLE HINGE ROTATION CAPACITY 
~ 
·,,;,;.,__'"\.Yr.:... 
. 1-, "" 2ol Introduction 
-~ For a given concrete structure, a method of determining the 
available rotation capacity at each given hinge is developed. In this 
analytical study, a generalized stress-strain relationship for plain 
and bound concrete is first proposed, a method based on this relation-
ship fC?r determining the c.oncrete compressive stress factor K and K2 1 1 
.. is then developed, and finally· the available hinge rotation capacity 
.... ' ' .... ~' 
,. +,.. • . • l 
· ,.,., ,. ., ' 




.. ~:,.,' •• ~ ..,., f... .... is readily computed from the abo·ve information .. 
A numerical e:xample using thi.s method is presented in the 
Appendixo 
2.2 Stress-Strain Relation for Concrete 
..-
-· . ' 
The generalized stress-strain relationship. f.or concrete as shown 
in Figo 3 is used in this study. It consists of a parabola and a slop-
•.. ... .. ing straight line .. A cubic parabola is used to represent the relation '. 
up to 
€ 0 and a linear var~ion is used after E 0 o 
,, . 
2. 2. 1 For G < t 
------0 
The general cubic equation is expressed in the following form. 
(2 .• :1): 
'J. The coefficients of Eq. (2.1) are determined using the following 















----.... ~ ·-'-••, -=-..:-
.• 
. , 
-- ~~---~~~-------------.-.~~ ... __ .. ____ ---
·E = O·,. ·-_£_ -· --_ ·o_·_· .. ·- .. 
f = f" 
C 
Equation (2ol) becomes 
E E - 2£" 
-- - -- --- ··- - -- ---····· -·-· ·---- -- --·-------- -- -~--. -----
. ;_:· . - ' ···.-- •:"-. ""-·-· - ~ .... ,, ~ ···---·······-·----- . 
df 
- = E de C 
df 
- = 0 de: 








3 ( ) 2 E € + E + E ... 2 C 
f :::;· ( 
·(2.2) 
where 
:2:0 ·20 2 
E 
0 E 0 
:" _.·:·,. '.... . 'V '•: ' ~ ,, .. ~. -~-~ .......... ;, .. 
f =concrete c.ompressive stress 
f" =maximum concrete compressive stress in flexure C 
e =unit concrete strain, and 
e =strain at the stress f" 0 
0 C 
For e> E 
----0 
The sloping straight li.ne is expressed i.n the following form: 
f = f" + o{ E ( E - E ) 
C C ·O 
The value ol can be determined from experimental tests. It will vary 
with the amount of lateral steel, characteristics of concrete and mariy 
other factorso 
The ultimate strain~of concrete may be defined as follows~ 
- o( E ( E - E ) = 0. 15 f" 
C U O C · (2.4) 
Solving for o( we obtain 
. ..,.. 
( 
: .. . 
' ___ ... __ -~-
- . "" 
- ... "' . 
::, 
-10 




-0 15 £" 
• C 
E (E - E ) C U . 0 










-·-·· .~ . 
E = ultimate strain of concrete at,1the stress 0.85 f". u· C 
2. 2. 3 Limitation of cubic equa·tion~ 9 ) 
~ ,_ If the initial slope is too steep, th·e- cubi:c parabola reaches a 
... 
,. 
maximum value at a smaller value of E and then becomes a minimum at 
E = E 0 • It must therefore be stipulated that 
2 
d f < O 
de 2 
, which leads to the res~lt 
-






2. 3 Concrete Cornpre·ssive Stress Factors K1 , K2 at Any Stress Stage 
The two dimensionless factors K1 and K2 are defined as follows: 
·-c.. 




- - -~ -------:---·~----
-
-(: .-.----· ----- -
-11 
. ·-- - -·- -·- -· ----- ~ ---
total concrete compressive force 




= distance from extreme compressive fiber to the 
\ 
center of gravity of compressive force in concrete 
in.which b = width of section 
c - distance from extreme compressive fiber to 
neutral axise 
·C 
It is of interest to note that the stress factors~ and K2 so defined 
1 will be valid at any stress stage<> ·As the extreme concrete compressive 
strain Ec reaches its ultimate value Eu' the meaning of K1 and K2 at 
that stress stage will be the same as the meaning connnonly used for K1 
and K2 in ultima:te strength design; in other words, the meaning of k1 
and k2 defined in ulti.mate strength.design is only a special case of 
the meaning of IS and K2 used in thi.s thesiso 
For a rectangu.lar section (~ee },igo 4-) the values of Kr. a,IJ.9 ·I<.2 
can then be derivedg 
' 
The two major assumptions are made~ 
(1) Linear distribution of strain, and 
(2) Concrete compressive stress is a £unction of 
strain only, f = F(E). Effects of other fac-
tors are neglected. 
Linear strain distribution 
Ee· E X 
- - -C X 
. I, 
., 








--~- .. ..' ---- -··-·· --
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:b F(e ) dx --· 
X 
0 
Area (OAB) Kl = 
___ .., ...... 
K f'E 3 C C. 
in whic.h f" - K3 f' . C C · 
E 
C \ be 
F(ex)dex -- E 
C 
0 
_ ·-.. ~.rea _ _{OAB,L 
- Area (ODCB) 
" 
Taking moment about N .. A. 
C 










C F(E )€ d€ 
X X X 
0 
1 - K = 
.. 2 
C 0 
Moment area (OAB) 
about f axis 
(2.9) 
For a given concrete,' K1, K2 may be plotted against strain Ee since 






2.4 N11merical Procedure for Plotting K1 , K2 vs Ee Curves 
· A simple procedure in plotting these curves may be obtained by 
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cons·ider the concrete stress-strain c.urve as an imagi:nary distributed 
loading. For an approximation we can c.onvert thi.s distributed loading 




computed_ from these reactions by using Eqo (2.8) and (2o9). 
:2.0 .. 4·01 Equiyal~nt _ concentrated reaction formulas 
A distribution that varies acc.ordi.ng to the· ordinates to an arc 
of a second degree parabola is sufficiently accurate to represent a 
cubi.c curve in a.,,"subdivided region. Formulas for the equivalent con-
ce·ntrations for such a load are given i.n Fig. 5 (lO) in terms of thtee 
ordinates to the load distribution curve O The formulas· ~iven in Fig. 
-- Sa are for a smooth cubic loading curve and in Fig. 5b for a polygonal > 
"· .. 
loading curvee> 
2,o.4· .• :2 K1 and equivalent react.ions 
(' 
.) 
The stress-strain curve becomes a series of concentrated re-
actions:-.by using the formulas as shown i.n Fig. 6.8 
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The moments of the areas A1, (A1 +. A2), (A1 + A2 + A3) .• , 
about o are as follows: 
.. ~-..., __ 
.. A1+A2 +A3--<-(R1r;+RlR) Al +(R2L +R2R) 2)\.l+R3L. 3 "-1 
,, - ..,. t .. t ~>I•~• t •'I--,~ O 
i{l_ 
By substituting Eqo {2.10) and the quant:ities (2o 1I) into Eq. (2. 9), 
' 
the corresponding value of K2 is determined·o 
> 
The n1tmerical procedure is much simplified '"by using a table-type 
·• 
computation form. The same numerical example as used in section., 20 3 
is presented in Appendix for comparison, and it demonstrates a very good 
agreement with exact valueJ 
2 ..• 5 The Determination o_f ~oA. L~ca_!ion1 Kd 
• 
~ 
- Since the stress- strain relationship is generalized for plain 
. . 
and bound concrete and co?crete compressive stress factors IS_, K2 are 
fully establish~d by the previous method, the stress analysis in· re-
inforced concrete with and without lateral steel becomes a routine pro-
cedure by application of equilibrium conditions with the assumption of 
linear strain variation across the section. <, 
.. , 
' 
.;,· ti. ,,, 
'"1-r 
,. 






c-r - ,"7•-'--•• -
.. 
•• ,l! 
- ----------. ------ ---- -=----------
--~- ---~· --- --·--. --------· ---
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These conditions can be applied to any type of loading and the 
. ' 
entire stage of stress history can thus be determined, and the Kd can 
be determined-correspondingly. 
• 
We obtain by equilibrium of forces and of moments (Fig. 7) 
LH=O 
,. 
O ::;:· l{ _1:_ .K fc" bd - A f 
.... ·. s s 
M = K. K f" l.(1-K K) hd2 · 
-1. C 2 
Linear strain distributto·:q_ 
For € ~ E 
8 y 
. 








E = € ·( ) 
s c. K 











For a given loading condition, we can assume different values of 







. ' ,. . . . . 

















from the fully established 1'1, K2 vs Ee curveso The actual unknown 





, l.; - • " • 
.... . ,, ... ,Y •, ... 
We also obtain by equilibrium of forces and of moments (Fig., 8) ~ 
L H = 0 
.. -
:O = K_ , Kf'c' bd "" A f - + A 1 ( f • .., f) 
--i s s s s 
M = K Kf wd ( 1 ~ K K) b d 2 + .A ' ( f ' - f) ( d<» d' ) 1 C 2 S S 
Linear strain distribution 
·,:, 
For E' ~ E s ..... y 






K l - K 
f I = f : 'f 
s s y 
-
... ,·~ ··, ' -~ -~:-:-. ,, "!I' •• • ... 
f' = E E . ( K-:1 /d ) 
S C S 















Here f = concrete stress corresponding to the strain € 1 • The value of 
B 
f can be determined from collcrete stress-strain relationship as soon as 
€ is assumed. Equations(2.17) to (2.21) can be solved by trial and C 
.... 
In the first trial llalue it may be better 
to neglect the small stress f which is the concrete compression stress 
rep~aced by compression steelo 
..., . 
,. 2.5.3 Flexure and direct load on rectangular sections 
I' 
.. 





As the load increases towards its ultimate value, the plasticity 
will develop at the point of maximum stress and extend along the member 
so that over a short plastic length a large change of slope occurs. We 
may define the length ending at the section where the tension steel just 
.. 
starts to yield in an under-reinforced section or concrete starts its 
inelastic behavior in an over-reinforced section. Concrete may be 
assumed to start its inelastic behavior at a strain equal to 0.001 f0r 
most concrete and can be obtained from test results for some special 
concreteo 
.. 






















= yieldin~ moment at the section as defined above where 
.if,· 
plasticity endso 
Figure 9 shows the free body ~iagram of the plastic length L. 
p The load .:. 
~ 





·L. ulto y = p V :- ., 
t. 
'· 




computed from the member between two plastic hingeso 
2. 7 Available 
1
Rotation Capaci~y 
The angle of discontinuity over the short plastic length is re-
,; 
ferred to as the rotation of the hingeo To be ~ble to calculate.{t~ 
"' 
' 
rotation, the type of plastic hinge must be known. Hinges may be class~-
• 
fied as follows: 
Z..7.1 Tensile plastic hin&es 
Rotation of a tensile plastic hinge is ~ue mainly ~o yielding of 
the tensile steel, accompanied by a rise of neutral axis. 
; The strain distribution is shown in Figo 10 0 (a) is the posi-




• .>!> •. ,.-.:,.._ 
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(b) is the position at failure. (c) is the position of the neutral axis 
··,:J 
for the change of strain in the concrete and is above (b). 
·~ .. 
As soon as the 'steel starts to yield, the compatibility condi-
tion will not be fulfilled and the redistribution of moment in a member 
occurs. Therefore the available rotation capacity of a plastic hinge 
•. for the moment redistribution is the angle at point (c) as shown in Fig. 
11. 1 This angle can be computed as follows: 
• 
Here 




L € p ~ 
Kd 
L. o( = total hing'e rotation c.apacity (elastic rotation + 
plastic rotation) 
zB = plastic rotation capacity, available for moment re-
:! distributiono The required value for complete moment 
redistribution is computed from the modified general 
.. elastic equations of virtual work principled 
L \ = elastic rotation capacity. Compatibility condition 
of the section at this stage must be fulfilledo 
In'a bound concrete hinge, the ultimate strain is high in comparison 





2.7.2 Compressive plastic hinaes 
There is no tension in the section, thus the neutral axis is 

















. . ......__ 
.;;r. -20 
Available rotation (see Fig. 12) 
- E . ) 
g = (2.24) c2 L p ·-· d 
.T.he safe available value may be obtained from test results of bound 
concret.e block test.a as shown in Figs. 23 and 240 A reasonable safe 
limiting value for (E - e ) would appear to be 00005, provided that 
cl c2 
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3 o EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
,. 
3.1 Introduction 
The prime purposes o.f -the concrete block tests with different 
lateral steel ratios were to provide in detail: 
.... 
,:, ~· .. .. {l'.)~ verificatlon of the generalized stress-strain relationship for plai11 and laterally bounded concret~f .. · 
(2) determi.nat.ion of t·he e-ffect of lateral steel ratio on the 
ul.timate str·ai.n of concreteo 
Three blocks with di.fferent lateral steel were tested to fail-
ure under an eccentx·tcity of half inch, three with different lateral 
steel were tested to failure under axial loadingo In addition to the 
block tests wi.th lateral steel, a niurrber of tests were conducted "'on 
plain concrete bloc.ks and cylind~rs to determine the stress-strain 
properties7 of the concret.e 0 ., 
' 
3. 2o 1 Materials 
-
(1) Concrete: The concrete was designed to have a 28-day strength 
of 5000 psi and a sl.ump of 4 incheso 
The proportio·ns of the mix by weight were: • 
...... ··. . 
Type III portland cement 













·.1 ·., .. 
The property of the concrete was determined from 6 X 12 ino cylinderso 
The cylinders were capped with carbo-vitrobond on the top and bottom 
surfaces\! The average stress-strain relationship of the concrete is 
shown in Figso 13a and 13b., 
(2) Steel: 
steel for all block.so 
... 
four No. 2 deformed barso The idealized stress-strain relationship for 
No. 2 bar is as.sinned as shown in Fig., 140 
3.2.2 Manufacture 
All specimens were cast on their sides in 6 x 6 x 36 in., forms 
with plates used to divide the forms into three 12 in., lengths., All 
specimens were stripped at 3 days and cured in a moist room and tested 
at the end of 28 dayso 
3 ~ 2 .•. 3. Details 
Details of the specimens tested are given in Table 1, Fig" 15 
and Fig. 16. 
... 
_-3-.-J... 'Xe-st -Procedure · -- - ·- -·- - - ,- · ... __ ,.,.. ____ -· --------- --- --.------- - -- . -·-------·---··-------~.:..:...-----·- ---~-~ .. 
All tests were conducted in the 300, ooo· lb O hydraulic test ma-
, 
chine, The loading was applied through semi-circular pins and thick 
.. , .. 

















end plates as shown in Fig .. 17 0 
Strain measurements for the first three specimens were made by 
using 0.0001 ino Ames dial gages as shown in Figo 150 All other speci-
• 
mens were measured by tising 5 in. Whittemore gages applied at reference 
points consisting of drilled holes in copper and aluminum lugs which 
were embeded .. in the specimens for No. 4, No. 5, and No. 6 as shown in 
Fig. 16 and were attached with Armstrong's glue on the concrete sur-
fa.'ce for No. 7. Each specimen had two gqge lengths on each face. De-
flections were measured for eccentrically loaded specimens at the cen-
troid of less stressed face with 0.0001 in. Ames dial gages: 
Loads were added to the specimens in ten kip increments up to 
120 kips. As the loading became higher, considerable deformation of 
'· 
concrete occurred and in order to get mbre accurate stress-strain re-
lationship in this 
duced to one kip. 
f.• 
portion 
\ \ .. 
the loading increments were gradually re-
I 
The strain of cylinders was measured by compressormeter and 
they were loaded to failure in 14-16 increments of load. 
,. 
3.4 Analysis 
Stresses can be calculated from the corresponding strain and 









. ·~ . 
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(1) Linear distribution of strain, and 
(2) Concrete stress is a·function of strain only, f = F(E)o 
From equilibrium of forces and of moments (Figo 18) we obtain 
:[H = 0 
t t 
f dx = b 
0 0 
............ ~--·--·- ····. ·._ .... 
Using the as.sumption that plane section remains plane after···bending 
Substituting (3o2) into (3.1) 
ht 
.P - A ' f "" A f = -==---=-----s sl s s2 e -e 
Taking moment about 0 
~M = 0 0 
P(e + t/2): -




fAf d'+A'f L s s2 s s1 
___ .... ______ -· --- ··- ·- -
-- _.,.__~- -
F(e )de X X 
(t-d I) J 














'· • . ., 
--~ . 
.1f• 
- .. :· . : .. ' .. ·.-· 
• •'::!" 
-~. ~--~- :-_'f:1-·· ~:-· ·\~·:. ·-~::~, ... :·.- .. ··: ~-··./ "!: .. /t-1 .. _W-~i"';,.}"•1".-:',:-"' ,,..-,. ..... -.,,_~ • .. ··'·."'.·· ..... ···_--.:. ;;.,~_ 
. . 
For simplicity, denote 
'··· .. ': 
f = p 
0 - A'f "° A f S Bi_ S s2 




~(€cl - €c2)2= bt2 
. . . 
( E aa E ) F ( E ) de 
X c 2 X X 
·-









































. .-, ' ' 
' ~ 
. \. ~' 
., 




,·'t-:· .. .o ·.• 
(3.4c) 
• Substitute Eq. (3.3a) and (3.4c) into Eq. (3.4b) which finally leads 




€ ) 0 + (f t ,_ -._, cl cl c2 de 0 . 
cl 


































From Eq. (3o3h) associated with Eqo (3o5) 
., ..... 
. ~, .. :,.,• 
. 2: ... 
bt·f. ~ (E ·- E ) 
·c2. cl c2 
., 
d m 











.:: t is. assuri1ecl that concrete stress is a function of strain only 
and that the stress function is the same for i::ension and compression, 
I .. 
• 
i.e. F(-€ ) = -F(E ) • From equilibrium of forces and of moments (see X X 
Fig. 19), we :ob tai'n. 
"' 
-,. ·r 
p - A If 
s s1 
... 







dx.-~ F(E) dx 
X (3. 8) 
0 .. 











.. . ... ~ 
The plane sectio' remains plane after bending, 
c. 












1 X X 
0 




P(e + c - ! ) - A'f (c-d') - A f (t - c - d') 2 s s1 s s 2 
.. ,,. 






















F(E ) dE + E F(E ) dE X X X X X X 
0 
_-=- _. u, ..... """-"+ .............. ~ ..... • ... - ;=:~·.,,, .. '"JJ •")11,o,IIJJ, ~.:·<c>- ¥.. ~-,.:,.~,.,:1::::ri:;::: 
\ 
(3010) 
(3 0 11) 
hem' = 
0 
P (e + C 















Eqo (3.10) and (3oll) then reduce to 
E Et C 
f' 1 F(e) i , F(e) - dE de - QID 0 EC X X ...:O· X X 
• 0 0 
€
 Et C " 
m' 
1 




J. t Differentiate Eqso (3 e 10:a)· and (3olla) with respect to E 
d f' 
0 
+ £' f E --C d E 0 C. C 
2 d m' 0 
+ 2m1 E € C d E 0 C C 
f = F(e ) C .C 
d Et Eliminate between d E ' 
C 
d Et 
ft ,_ -. La::I.· d EC 
d Et 
"f + --








-f = F(e ) t . t 
(3.10b) and (3 0 llb) 
d f' 
+ 2m~Ec + EcEt d Eo + 
C 
,.,,: 
Rearranging finally leads to the result 







.f' = + 2m' E + 0 + f'e (EC+ Et) E 0 ECEt d ·c C 0 C 0 t d E EC C 





. 'I .·;· 
'··. 









(3 0 llb) 
.., •• •' ". ,w •• _._· -·-·-·,,•;.,_'l.t_~ .. ~'.~~.:i_~:;;;>_~;,~~::.,: , 
_ _.. ___________ _ 
., 
.. 





d f' d d f. 0 + f' (E f') - € -. . - ----:} --
-·c C d E 0 dE C 0 dE 
. E f 
C 0 
be ) ( C C C 
·, Here f • defined p section 30401 f p A If A f assirmi ng 1.S in as - -- -0 0 s sl s S2 
tension is negative • f ' 1n 
·O 
-.. 




Using E· - -€ E - E - -t c2 ' C cl 









(Et+€) f C 0 
f • - as in -
cl 




cation of these formulae 
I ., 
By substituting (see Eqo 
(3. 14) 
comparison with Eq.(306), 
Equations (3c,5), (3tt6), (3"7), (3~12), and (3.14) give con-
crete stress as a function of the continuously measured strain, load-
ing, deflection and specimenws dimensionsQ The differentials may be 
closely approximated by finite differenceso 
; 
It should be noted that the eccentricity e used in these for-
mulas should include the deflections of tested specimens measured in 
the testsQ 
3.5 Test Results 
3.5"1 Stress-strain curves 
/ 
I /" 









- -- ---------------- - --- -- -- . - - -·-··- - - ~-- . 





relationship between the measuring dial gages and the strains at the 
specimen surfaces as well as the strains at reinforced bars can be 
easily established as shown in Figo 200 
C 
/,.... •• _c:::,, 
\, 
From the f igur.e 
E - E 8. + 008 (EB E' ) <-. ..., 
cl C,2 cl c2 
~ .. -
€ 







E = 30 x 103 ksio s 
"' ' 
f = 60 ksi y 
From above information, them and f can be computed for each load 
0 0 
stage. 
t m - P(e + 2 ) A f d' +AI f (t - d') - -0 
.s 82. s sl 
. 
'I- • ' • ) 
, 31 
... 
f p A If A f ,4 - - ... 0 s sl s 82 





- . ----- ·-•- -." - . - . . ·-"- - . - ---·-,~·- ·-· . 
• .. 
-3.2 
and m , f , e: vs e: are plotted as shown in Figs. 21a and 22a, 
. o o c2 c 1 
By finite differences and are obtained from the·· 
graphic curves, Eq. (3.5) then can be used to derive complete stress ... 
strain relationship for bound concrete in flexure. The stress- strain 
curves obtained are shown in Figo 21b and Figo 22cQ 
It should be noted that when cracking occurs, Eq.(3.6) should 
Thus f (E = E ) vs E is plotted as o c1 c2 c1 
shown in Fig. 22.b and the same procedure is followed. When tension 
is occ.urring in the section before cracking, Eq. (3, 12) may be used 
for a more accurate analysis during such loading stages. 
3.5.2 Rotation characteristi.cs 
Two typically characteristic rotation curves are shown in Fig. 
23 and Fig. 24 and the special values of strains in concrete and re-
inforced bars are self=explained in the figureso 
Deflection curves 
; ' ; : ) 
The center deflect.ions 
as a 
modified eccentricity in computing stress=strain relationship for 
, - . 




The effect ,af lateral steel ratio to ultimate strain in concrete 
-• -.....--. ._ -'k=-= -:;::--,c ::>- ¥ : • I • 
The relationship.between lateral steel ratio and ultimate strain 
' \ J 
J 
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Volume of total lateral steel 
Volume of total concrete 
.i) 
A rapid method of det.e.r1nlni.ng the available rotation capa,., 
, 
city is developed in Chapter 20 This method is based on a general-. 
ized stress-strain relationship for plai_n and bound concrete which 
,. 
is shown from the tests to be sufficiently accurate 0 
Concrete deformation is considerably limited by brittleness 
and tests show that lateral steel c.an intrease its ductile ability, 
(Figo 22c) providing it with a considerab,le long horizontal plastic 
~deformation without decreasing the net stresso This is very helpful 




The initial moduli of elasticity and ultimate stress of con-
crete obtained from plain concrete blocks, ,_and lateral bound blocks 






























4. APPENDIX - SAMPLE CALCULATION 
' I 
4 •. 1.1 Properties of the concrete 
. .. 





= 1000 , .. ,. 
. '. ( £,I' - :K.3·. f.l ·= ::fl) .. : A. ·· .. C.. c-! 
From Eq. (2.7), we obtain 
E E 
0 ,C. 
--- 3 f" 








The generalize:d :stress-strain curve for the concrete is ob--
.. tained by the subst:·.itution of the values in section 4.1.1 into Eq. 




. ,) (4,o 2) 
Area (OAB) (see Fig '4) poun:ded ·by·: ,the generalize9 curve and E-axis, l ., . .• ·, .. ·, 
. 
is then ·obtained by integ:ration.o: 
' 
E 
Area (OAB) C· f: dE ... -
·x· 




.3 103 f" ( 2 + E )dE - E E - ,CD C 27 X 3 X 
· X X 
·,. ~ 0 
103 106 2 54 (12) + - E 
€c 103 2£" C .... - E 




- -·-·--- -~ d-. -- --·- - --- -- - ---- --- -· ~- -~- - -- -- - . -- ·- --·-- ~·..:. . - ----- .• -,- - - -- - - ··- • ~ - --·-· • ·-·----- -•. -· . -k _ _..;. 





. . . 
Area (ODCB) = € f" 
C C 
• 























(12) 103 E 
C 
.....--a:,n::n:-:, n: ....... ... . .-,, ,-
108 



























also obtained by 
1 ro3E 3 f" 180 (45) 103 + (4) ··10~ ... € EC . C C C _.;..· •, 
·-~-
:..aL. ~ :z:z:~ ..... :o,:;r .. 
--~~-
3 ~ 180 
From· Eq~ - (2~ 9), we "Obtain \ '":'I 
' ,. 
\ 
= Mo~~ E!.~. J~.~~ a ru,tQAB) ab OU t f axis 
Ec2 K3 f~ Kl 
• 
180 3 6 · ·2 3 - ( 45) 10. E + (4) 10 · € . · 10 € 
C C C 
-
- , 
At the strain E ~- ·E = 0,.,003, we have 
C. ··o 
.K1 =.· .3/4. := (l _ 15 
-K:: = 1·, ·- o·: ·6.· =!O. 4 
. 2 . . ·• ·. . . ·-.; .• 
., 








. :T: .~- -
.,.. . 
• .. .. f_\ ... 










-- - -::-- --
-·t: -·---~-- - ---~~-- - -- ----------------
-36 
Area (OEG) (See Fig. 4) and its moment area about the f-axis 
are determined by the same procedure as discussed in section 4.1.2. 
Area (OEG) = Area (OAB)at 
E = E. 
C :Q 
= (2.25) 10°'" 3 f'' + 
C 
= E f" - ( 0. 7 5 ) 10 - 3 f" 
C C C 
Area (OEFD) = E f" 
C C 
+ .( € ID E ) £'" 




Substituting into Eq. (2. 8), we o·b::.t·ai.n 
.• 
K.. = v-Ar.ea (OEG2 
-1. Area (OEFD) . = l _ _{ 0 • 7 5 )__ 10 -
3 
. Moment area (OEG) about the f=axis 
Moment area (OAB) 
= about f-axis 
- (1 - K-)E 2£11 K 
--z C C 1 
E 
C 
+ (€: .. E ) f'' ( E + 
.C O C 0 
+ ( E - E ) f" ( € + 
C O C 0 
(4.5) 
E - E C 0 
2 )_ 
E - E . C 0 
2 ) 
-
- ( 1 - 0. 4_ ) ( 9 ) 10 - 6 (. 0 • 75) f" + .!. ( € 2 - € 2) f'' 
C 2 C O C 
" - . 
10-6 
. 
10-6 - (4.05) f" +l E 2£" (4 0 5) £" -C 2 C C C , 













-. r !' 
Sub sti tu ting :i.nto .Eq O (2 o 9); we ob t.ai n 
, 
1 
I LE> K 
2 
.. • J: 
0 o 5 E 2 .f" 
C C 
=: -~• _..-.,...,.. - -rr:·-·· .,.. . ., ,w,··--=-==•• -.c·"""-=.c_ ·•· · ,-.., '"""-~ 
w • E 2 f" K 
C C. 1 
2· -. <a, 6 
E: . ·t.u -/_ ·o O 9) 10 
. C. \ 
j 
,.· 
4.1.4 The stress factors I<1 ~ k2 t:an be plotted against concrete 
" 
strain E, since they are now expressed as a function of E alone, 
C C 
The curves obtained from Eqs, (4.3), (4.4), (4.5) and (4,6) are plotted 
.. 
in Fig. 27 and some corresponding.values are tabulated in Table 2. 
4 2 
. 0 .. K1 1<2 vs Ee Curves (Nu.mer ical Approximation)· 
l<2 vs Ec are given in Table 3, The curves are also plotted in Fig, 
27 as dotted-line curves which show very godd agreement with exact 
. ,. 
Details of the table-type computation for stress factors Kp, 
,i· • 
y·alues ( se~ Tab le 2-J o. 
4. 3 0 v ~ ~ .. f.!:!:_ry_~-J~!: .. a_B.~_s: t~!1~!-1~E- ~!:~1!1 ... w"!;_~~,Tension Reinforcements Only 
E - 30 * 106 psi, s 
f ... ·=. .5000 · C ps1 ( f" = K_ f I 
C -~ C' 
-- . 












' , . ' 
wher~ 
' 
- :..; - -• - - ---• ----·-•••- C ' 
.o· 
For E < E 
___ s_:::__L 
.. 
From Eq ~ (-2. l,~):, we. obtain 
Solving Eqo· (:2-o·12): for K and making· the substitution fo·r· .f '. 
. ... .. s 




E A s f_ s 
·~-·f ..... '. ,= ' ~. '-p~7"" ·b~-d··.; 
--~~ ... 
. ·t . . .. 
-m.·= 
I 4 K-l . 
=•--=·•. o>r ! )· 
pmE·. 
.c 
'( 4~ .. 8.) 
Substituting the given values in section 4o 3o I -into Eqg (4. 8), 
,we obtain 
-~-~---, 
K. = . . . 
6:.o. e 
. C:: . 
. ·~· ... ·.·.· ( .. 1 + 
K 
~) 30E . 
C 
·(4·:, 9): 
·4· .. le 3 For E "- E 
= s~ l 
Solving Eqo (2 0 12) for K and substituting the given val11e·s 
.. 
' from section 4-o3al into it we obtain 
, 
K= 
A f pf SY,_, y 
K f"b d - I{_ f" 1 C -1 C 
• 
. :4.3.4 Using the curves in Fig. 2:7,. the ·corresponding values of Ki 






















values of K1 and K2 into Eqs~ (4a7), (4o9), or (4ol0), the values 
of Kand Mare obtained for different values of€ • Some of these 
-~ C 
·results are tabulated in Table 40 The steel strain E is also listed 
s 
in the Table. The K vs E and M vs E curves are plotted i.n Fig .. 280 
- C C 
At·. · ·f2 .. 8._ == t , we have 
_·y 
M = M = 0.1045 f 8 b,t2 y C 
,At E --> oo we have 
C 7 
4.·3,05 Ultimate mo~nt (by, thE: 195?.ACI ·Building Code) _ 
From the Code, we have 
bd,2· . ' l = ,f:: q ,1 .., 
,c-: .·. 0.59 q) 
where 
... (0_.,001) ~302{10 6~ 6 
5000 = ·sn· 






This ultimate moment calculat:.€?.d_ by the Cc>"de is: i,n :good .. agree-
ment with the two values shown in sec.tion 4.e3o4 s.i·nce it fails be-
tween \1 · and M 













403 .. 6 '/J vs M curve 
For non-dimensional plot denote 
., . 
;-
' . E 
C 
Kd -0 = curvature -
:~ = curvature (.at E . = E ) Y ·s: y-
E 
e 
=(Kcif~t E = E 
S- . y 
where 
-.4·.· .. o···: ;~: .. 
-.. 
.. ..... -: 
_: _ _,...>,,·\" 







s ~ corresponding concrete str·afp. E·- at E -- E · e "' ·- · s· · : - · · __ · __ :·y· · - ... ... .. j 
,..,. 
...... ·.·., .:: '.·, , .. ·. ,' - .... 'r-:~:- .. -::-· ·,'..; ·.~ .·. ·.- _ .. :.-_.._ .... -.,,.~_: :.1 . .:.Wt•--.f.1."i::·f,, ... ~~·~'.'-lfJ~,---b--.-<·-:·.>",-,."",-· ..• 
I' 
,Fr.om Table 4, we·· obtain t = 0 0 7 x 10"' 3 and K = O. 40 7 at E = E = 
e s y 
0 o-OCll o Thus, 
J; 
' iu 
(4 0 12.) 
The values of 0/¢ corresponding to different. values of E are also y C 
tabulated in Table 40 The M/ f 8 bd2 vs (/J/0 curve is then plotted i.n 
C y 




4.4 -Plastic Length L 
-=r E .. .,· 
., 
.. : 2 Use M · 0 1114 ·f·I" bd · u 1 t . = 0 •• · · · :c· · 
, . .1, 
.. /· 
• 












-Assuming .uni form load w along the member, we have, ( see Fig~ .2·9) 
oh 
V = wL 
2 
M = _81 wL 2 = 2M 
ulto 
I 
wL2 = 16 Mult. = 1 0 78 f' bd2 C 
Substi.tuting these values i.nto Eqo (2o 22), we obtain 
where 
M = M 





L - length of the member between two :p.1a:s·t-j._c· hinges 
V = shear force at the hingeso 




E-· ·...;.., O· - ·C>·_ O· -- 3· -, ·1··- - .· o·· .. 
... · ·1r- ~-.: · 
E:;,e ::; 0.0007 (see Table 4 at Es =. Ey) 
\ 
K = 0 41 407 = constant corresponding to Ee 
(see Table 4 at E = E) 
s y 
Ku= 0 0 16 = constant corresponding to eult~ 
(se~ Table 4 at e = 0.003) 
C 



















. ' ( 
~ ~,~.,. ~-
/1, 
L E p ~lt 0 
K d = Lr:.J - La= 
'l . l 
L 
·t E 
_ .. p ult o 
- K d 
u 
E 
. ·e ( 1. --
t~l t. 
L E E _,ult_. 
'K d 
= (}g 908 
u 
-









•(4 0 13) 
If the e.:1-_as·tic. rotation is negl·ected, ioeo the second term in Eqo 
.. ,. 
(4"13) is neglected, the error involved is about 10% on the unsafe 
/ 




. ,,. . ~ ~ '\, . f ' ;, '· "' ;/; . 
-~. -. ~ ~.~.'Ii; .... -~\· ·t" ''' If the hinge is .bO'U.11cled with···· ... )· .. ,-. ·. ~ sid&~in this particular example.o 
sufficient lateral ste·el, the .concrete ultimate strain may in.crease 
:to 0001, then the second t,erm. a_n:d· the error 
<' 
.. 
is about 2%0 
·4o 6 Requir_~~ .Ro.~ ... ~~'"~~on C~.,~i~_J 
A continuous beam subject to bending_ moments due to a load 
as shown at M in Fig. 30 where the plastic hinges are assumed to 0 
occur at the supportsc. · Bendi.ng moments are plotted on the tensile 
side of the beams and for each hinges as shown at~ and M2 in Figo 
300 The general Baker's equations gi.ve (see Eq. (1.1) )o 














= ..... EI 
1 8f1 = EI 
1 
~2 = - EI 
~2 = ~:1 = 





.i;..._/_ . . ·._· _+ __ ··_::::::._-_I,-1 
----======-=-_-_-_ 1 1 I 
l 







- - 3 EI .. 
2 ML 






= -6 EI 
~ Substituting ~. ··, and X into Baker's general equations, we obt:airi mn 
2ML 2 L M 1 
- 1 EI + 3 EI 2 + 6 
L M 
EI 2 = - Ql 
·l 
2ML 1 L M 2 L M 
- 3 El + 6 EI 2 + 1 -. E-I 2 = - 9 2 .·, 






All values of Qare positive. The positions of the hinges 
·have therefore been correctly chosene The hinge sections mus
t be 
checked to ensure that the rotations ML/4EI can develop without 
failure which will be discussed in detail in section 4.7. In 
general, the required rotation capacity may be written itl ·the 
follow-
\ 






. ,: : . . . 
:a ·= ,~o.nst::a"11t (may be determi-ned ::fro.in. Eqo (1.1) ) • 
. . 
. 
4. 7 Required Rotation Vso Availabl_e Ro~t!on CaEacity 
J_ -~·...... ~•'····- .. ·;,' ~"!,_';,,_ ' ... 
Given~ 
J . . 




r.o.t··at:ion = - Ta !.,....., 
· ·· ·· a E I 













 f' bd2 
C 
C 
=·· :l ... ·,·. fll =· 1(3. _:f ~ = 
-'.C, · ... ·.·. C 








-·' .. ., .. '.~ 
... 
I(.= 0·~225 
. u. ( See Tab le 4 at E ::;: ·O .:OOiti) 
C 




(See Table 4 at E = ,,€· . )" 
s y 
1( ·= 0·-:407 •..... 
Availabl~ R.o·tatidn = Required Rotation 
E L 









,I,, :"-' ·.4 .. .• .:. \< ' .... ·~ ~!·> :~,, <- . ~ ' 
..... ~ • ":'a ... c,-...:• 
... , 











(1.332) (10-.3) L 
ad 
.. 
. · . : .... 3 . · .... ·3 E - (Q • 3~7).. '.l.Q . = .(.Q.o 3'.) .. 10 ,: ·' u 
\ 
If a = 4,: which usually gives a high value of required rotation, and 
E = 0.0015 then X = 0.0674 = 1/15. If X is too high, lateral steel u 
may be provided to i.ncrease the ultimate strain of concrete and thus 
,, 
correspondingly decrease the plastic length LO The safe limiting I p 
value of LP as was investigat~d by Professor Baker is about equal to 
d where dis the effective depth of beamo 
.. 
-. ." .-;,. . - .. 
·1' 
r,, 
.. -. · l 
: . . ... 
., .. 
5 o ROMUCI,AtUU 
a = Coas.tant def i:i.ted in section. 4. 6 
€ 
= Concrete strain 
~o = Concrete strain at the stress f; 
= Concrete straia at ultimate 
€cl = Concrete strain at the most stressed face 
Ec2 = Concrete strain at the less stressed face 
f 0 ,m0 ~ Defined in section 3o4ol 
£' ,m = Defi11t=!d in section 3o4,, 2 
• ,.· , ., .••. , .,,.,,~i,,:t ,11,"•i·\' .. -~ ·r"'!~ +o...,,..,~o "... -· 
_ ·-.,._;-:·<',h.~Y\i~~'\.,.!~:\(:,1'°~11:"':t~ .. ~~i:-;r~~ _ '.P .¥,--t.~~' · . ~- ."'- "Q' ,~ '-. i:,. :,! ~ ~ l,,. ·• . ) ~... f~ - '"<" . , 









= Max:fmurn concrete cotnf}Yessive stress in: fl«.xiC:re 
= Concr·ete comp-res-sive stress factot'S defined 1-
section 2 ,, 1 
~ Plast~c length defined in section 2.6 
ic? 
. ,. 
-= Shear force at the hinges 
Anm = Influea.ae coefficients 
:=a-1Jnk:nOW11 moments at hiage section m 
Q ; n!nge rotation 
' 


















;)..,r.1:-.. , . ,. 
-~. c;_t 
lr :· ' . 
'9'• 
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' . . ~ - . . . 



















. 0. 223 
0.343 
:),_ 
Table I OTTTI. TNE ()F TESTS 
I Reinforce;ent. Later~l-- St.eel 
A~ A _,_Dia .. [Pitch 













- 1n. 2 
. l 
.2.· x °4 'Q .. l ·. .•. v- .:.-..· 
.' A ·4 
.. 3· 
·· .. - . 
~n16'.' 1 l ;_,· :.2: · · l 'in ·2: ..• 
l 
< 2. x '4 
. 1. 2x 4 
1 2. X: 4 
.1 l 
























0 0 3'98 
j \ 
I 
.. .. : '. . 
·-"· .... · .. 
No:n:e CJ. 
. 
. , .. _ .. :',. 
VALUES OF K1, K2 vs Ee 
(BY EXACT METHOD) 
2.5 300: 
. ,. 0 0 6.3·0 . 
. .. 
















·_ ...... · . 
·o a.7-5: 






























- ...... ",.. . ::;..-· ---~-,----------r------r-- ....__ ___ 
---..........--"-'--...... ----.-. -. --,--_ ...... _. ~ .. ~ .. .,..,......, ----,-;...,,..,-.............. .-_-----------,-----,------.----------:---;?-.. 
;e:. 
. ·c Otl·OOI. 0.002 0.003 
f \. 0. • 0 ·964 - 0 .... . _. . 
_:_;~ 
; 
0 •. 005 








. . : . --- r-~,- "° ::! i-,- -· --·· "··- •. ·~.. t - ~· . r . . . rr .• ·-· ........ ' .. " 
I I . 
R :: :3 ,. 2-5 ::0 (2.) 
. 
' ~ t 
'! 
·.. (-i 6.j' -... · _-. ::-···· .. (·24) ~ .. . ( 24): . i:~ 2-4-)-- -- ·- _. ·- ~[./ -
9 ..• 3-3 .·2·0-:Ct 68·: ·2s:._ 2$ :24. 01 ;l~ :-24 .• ·-oo 
.I ~,Ir 
.. ' ... _.· 
I ., • -~~~~ .·· ... - ... 
. - -- -. - .. - - - --· - ·.- ' ·- - ---- -------- .-- -.~ .... -
(3) A . 
.,- ~ :~?; --~-- ~------,-----,--,.---..,-~·~-: ,·-· ~-- · ~-.. ~·----"--'---'-'-~-~~"~---'-'+-----,--,-,-,-----,~-----· -~-· -. - ·----.· ·-~- --- · - --- -----,-----c--,-------,--- fry-- --
....... .,, : f 
Jo¥,? 
.. +--· . .. . -- . . . . --.-· 
--- - - - --- - ·-·------ -
)\f~ 
"" 
.. - . .. 
. . - • '<:.' / ; 9; a 3·3, 30 -.. 0.1 5:5 e, 2:9: 7-:9 .. 3 6 :Pt(• - 1.03 3-6· 




~ \,, -l' 
'-. '. :-1 
. 
--~-·--.---'--·- -~~-~~-·~ ~- ·-- -~~~~ ~~-~~-·-··~·,_,-. .,......._._ .. ·---.·.·.-. -... -.. -. ~~----,--.------,---'c-'------ --· ----=~-'-· . --.....-, -~-;~---~~~-'----~---~~~~·----- -------. 
• o ,• • O • 
,·:· '• O • O • • 
l T t'st~ ; 
, r~i "P 
I<1 o: 
I. 
--·-·- -·---- -- .- --·-·--.- ... ~-.~---~~---·· ...... --
1--K.-.: 
.- 2 0 
1.-
'- '.. .'J..;..:,r 
;;p;.827 0.-86.-2 I - (5:) , 
;.t.::1.0~ r • :<t :'t 
. 
--~,. _-/ i_-(--.4-8)~. ·. --..,..~·-.• . . . . . (7 2) (-~ ( 9 6) .. . .. . .. ·~··•... . . l f ;, ·-. - - ._: 
37,50·' • ·99.00 i *· 20 292., 2P " 24'=- (6) 
------------ ---+----~·· ~-------'-" -.-~.c--· ·. --.. ---·,·-. --.·--.... :-;---, - '~ :---------~'. •. --------------·-. ------· ·.··--·--- - -· .... _- ,. - ...... ----------
: .\,, 
I 





0. 65 2. o, •. s:·6:s 
·-·. . . (7) 
. - . -. 





, o,. 429 /0·. 435 
--· 
: .(8) 0. :37,4 0 ... 4:0·1 . .. . .... 
-. ,...:.. 
•' .. , 




• Note~ The same numerical example as used in ·section 4:._1 is. 
~ presented here fot comparison. 
-~ 
*See next pageo .-,, 













·Tab.le 3 ... , Continued 
Remarks: 
(1) The generalized stress~strain curve for given concrete is 





-· E 27 
f 




• 7 ., _.: ... , • 
·· s··o· ·. 
--~ ... ·: __ /: 
The·· value cf£. ·£·· is obtained by substituting the corresponding 
values of c:c· into above equations& 
(2) Equivalent reactions are ob-tai.ned by using the formulas as 
given in Fig. 5 (here, 7'-.'=. ·O. o :0:01) 0 
.. 
.,I-. ·i 
(3), :(4), (5) o By the applicati_pri of· .Eq,e, (2_&·.t.O): ·in $ .. e;ct.1.0·:n ;2:.4u.::2:o 
(6), (7), (8) 0 By the application. of: Eqs .. il (:2: .. 9:)::, (2~_.ll): • ·1-n .... 
sections 2~3 and 2e4o3~ 
• 
'.I 
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. . i . ~ ~ ·~~ ,· ' STRESS- ST.RAIN' RELATIONSHIP IN STEEL 
l 
Concrete Strain 
CONCRETE STI.l.ESS-'"STRAIN CURVES BEYOND MAXIMUM STRESS (OBSERllED BY THE U~S. BUREAU OF 
·RECLAMATION) ~ 
I 
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GENERALIZED STRESS- STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR BOTH 
BOUND AND PLAIN CONCRETE 
. f" D C F 











X X . .. ............. ·- ~ -•t!•~ • • .,. ... ,., ... ,., ··.-· ~ ,•, 
Strai'n e 




K hcf" 1 C 
\ f = F(E ) 
X 
(c) Stress 
Fig. 4 DERIVATION OF CONtRETE COMPRESSIVE STRESS 















-----~··· ··:~· - - ·-- -- ---· -----
. ----~' -Real or J Extrapolated jc 
..... 
a f = F(e) 
Curve b 
f=F(E) Curve 
Curve J f--____ A_, ----.. _..f-------_-_-..:....;' __ .~;._-__ - · _,__ ___ -~t t- )-,..__ 
.~ . ' ~a Rab 
' 
. " . .. 
··· 1\a ~ T4° (3a + 10b - c) 
Jr:."-· • '. ., ' 
. ~-< 
'R . = 'b (7 a +· 6b - q·:_)_.· ·ab 24 
· · 





.,,, ' ~ 7 ,·1 ,, ... 
./ 
' l l ' • l f V ' 0 •1' 
,,. ·,,,;;· ;;,. 
' ' : ~ . ' • R. . = £':.:. ( a + 2b) 'b,a 6 · ' 







FORMULAS FOR EQUIVALENT CONCENTRATED LOADS 
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K Kf 11bd 1 C 
~.,.__.- __ ..,_ · N • A • 
~ T A • -- f s s 
(a) Strain Distribution (b) Section (c) Stress Distribution 
H' 
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. ... .:.~:.._ ·:- :... . .. 
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-
,! 
t • RECTA:tiGULAR BEAM "'ITH TENS.ION REINFORCEMENT ONLY (See Chapter 2, section 2,5.1) 
' b A f' 
' 
a•J_ EC t • .. I s s 
K2Kd Kd Kd~ \ 






· N .A • 
A 
s 
Le 7177 I Z'2JJ 
(a) Strain Dis-tributio·n (b) Section (c) Stress Di~tribution 






























(See Chapter 2, p section 2.6) 
Ultimate Concrete Strain 
~-+-----Change of 
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L_ - - ---- - ~.._,- - ----=~-I . 
Steel Strain Du.e/ 
to Yield 
'Steel Strain at 
Yield Point 
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Fig. 13a 
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STRESS- STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR THREE 
6 x 12 IN. CYLINDERS AT 28 DAYS 
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f I = 5 .15 kSi C 
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=F(E )· 
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(c) Stress Distribution 
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sTREss A~LYSIS,(N~A~ INSIDE THE SECTION) 
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STRAIN RELATIONSHIP OF TESTED 
SPECIMENS (See Chapter 3, section 
3 • 5-e·l) 
















.. • .. be,: 
' Formula 3.5 
d d m E 
bt2f c2 (E .- E .) 0 + (f0 t 2 m ) + 2 - m -d .. d cl cl c2 E 0 E 0 
cl cl ....., 
l 
\ 
40011--~.~ .. ~~ .. 
':,~ 'it. -" f, • <,i .t I • • ~ 11, ;; ._ 
.• t / ' • J ( 
.•. ~- •.• ' ' • t:' .,, .. ', • < :' " ' ~ ., ~. >i . . . ' 
,\' . 
300 
No • 2 E 
c2 ., .~.: 
"' 
s - 1-1/ 2" lx -m 
0 
e - 1/ 2" (in:-K) 













Strain E x ·.10- 3 
cl 












' . - Ul 



















d d E btL.f ( E ,c, ) m + (ft 2 m ) c2 .... - E 0 - .., 
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C "\ I 4 • 6 7 a--- _ 






















s = 1 ... 1/211 N = 8 
. . . 
f' - 467 ksi 
. 
C 
-E - 4.0 X 103 -
···c 
. . ... 








N=8_/ i P 
0.004 0.006 0.008 
Concrete Strain, in./ine 
STRESS ... STRAIN RELATIONSHIP FOR BOUND CONCRETE, 


























.-.---.-.:illAoac,,---=·-........_.....__...,... _______________________ , 
Formula 305 
bt2f = (E -
_cl cl 




















m vs€ 0 C 1 
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Cracked Section --~ Use Formula 3~6 
bt f = d 
Cl d E 
, cl 
(ec ... ec ) f 
1 2 ° 
,· 
·use b - s.o ino 
Concrete Spalling j_ 1/211 . 
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Fig. 23 LOAD VS STRAIN DIFFERENCE ACROSS SECTION (6"x 6"x 12" BOUNDED CONCRETE BLOCK) 
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